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This set of 3rd grade spelling worksheets focuses on words with the -oo pattern. Word find,
missing letters, writing sentences and more that include -oo words like. MOO! That's the sound
that the diphthong "oo" makes. Whether your TEEN is moody or cool, he'll soon learn about this
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- Oo. Once you find your worksheet, just click on the Open in new window bar on the bottom of
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Browse oo worksheets resources on Teachers Pay Teachers, a marketplace trusted by
millions of teachers for original educational resources. This set of 3rd grade spelling worksheets
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This set of 3rd grade spelling worksheets focuses on words with the -oo pattern. Word find,
missing letters, writing sentences and more that include -oo words . Vocabulary builder
worksheet for long U with oo digraph. Free oo vowel digraph worksheets to print . Free printable
phonics worksheets. from Fun Fonix. MOO! That's the sound that the diphthong "oo" makes.
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